































the news stories reported. 
By Chuck
 Henrikson 
The Social Security education 
Social 
Security education benefit program
 "probably is a 
efits should be eliminated as 
duplication" of other federal 
uested by President
 Carter, financial
 aid programs, Ryan said.
 
ording to a General Accounting 
Ryan cited the hypothetical case 
ce report released last week, 
of a student who could receive about 
According to news stories, he
 
$4,500 a year f:om 
Social 
Security  
D report, prepared for







 an example 
of the GAO claims 
that
 
tended  that about 1 
million some students
 get more than they
 
lege students receive an 
need. 
mated $1.5 billion a year in 
He said that at SJSU the 
ial 
Security
 education payments. 
Financial
 Aids Office estimates a 
The GAO said in 
the story that student's expenses
 at $3,800 a year. 
iy college students, largely 
To qualify for Social Security 
ough various combinations of 
education benefits the applicant 
(al Security, 
Basic  Opportunity must be between 18 and 21. Also, 
at 
nts and Veterans Administration least one parent must be retired, 
cation benefits,
 get more money disabled or deceased and covered by 
1 they
 need to go to school. Social Security, according to Zorn 
The GAO supports a phase -out of Shiveley, staff assistant at the San 
Social Security payments. Jose Social Security Administration 
President
 Carter, in his new office. 
get, also called for a phase -out of 
The student must attend
 school 
(e payments over the next four full-time for 
eight months during the 
rs, claiming they 
duplicate  year and will 
receive
 benefits for the 
ncial aid 
programs  begun 
since  
entire
 year. The SSA leaves it to the 
Social 
Security  Act 
was  
school
 to define full-time and to 




whether or not the student 
ef its in 1965. 
meets its own standard
 of academic 




Shiveley  said. 
sistant Act, passed by Congress at 
Most students receiving Social 
end
 of its last session, added
 $1.7 Security 
payments  get between 





 and $365.90 a 
month,  with the 
1 programs and should qualify an 
average around $225, according to 
itional one million 
students for Shiveley. 
according to Donald Ryan, 
These payments "are not a 
U financial aid director, 
needs related payment," Shiveley 
MISA raises 
or removes family said, calling them an "insurance 
Inc
 ceilings for Basic 
Education
 entitlement." 
portunity Grants or Federally The payments will be reduced 
if 
ured 
Student Loans, Ryan said, the student earns more than $3,480 a 
He said Carter wants to year from work. Shiveley stressed 
iinate the Social Security the term "work" saying income 
?fits to students to make up for from backyard oil wells or the like 
idded cost 
of
 MISA. didn't 
count. 
The GAO and the Carter ad- Neither Shiveley
 or Ryan could 
istration contend 
that the say how many students at SJSU 
,.rnment could save money 








































you  they 
don't  rent 
to students





























She  is in 












persons  because 











 1968, the 
Unruh Civil 
Rights Act 





'It's  perfectly 
legal
 for a lan-
dlord to 
say, 'I won't 
rent to you 
because 




"There is no law 
at this time 
which protects







of students is a 
stereotypical one, 
she believes. 




 bringing friends 
over at all 
hours





"The bulk of 
the student 
population












may  be another
 disad-
vantage for students. 
Landlords 
are  allowed to 
have 
financial 




 the students, 
she said. 
Tenants are expected
 to have a 
certain
 amount of 
income  per month 
in
 order to assure
 they will be 
able  to 
pay the rent.
 Three times 
the 
amount












Since many students do not have 
much money, landlords
 often run 
extensive credit checks of the 
student's income, the 
family's  in-
come and may 
ask a larger security 
deposit.
 
Students who use the Housing 
Office's services are either looking 
for an apartment 
with  a roommate 
or lookilig to share a 
house or room 
with someone. A 
listing
 of available 
apartments or rooms
 is available in 
the office for the 
student  to look at 









I copier, used all over 
campus, is "irritating" a lot of 
people. 
It irritates 
Ron  Montgomery, 
SJSU's 
environmental  health and 
safety officer, 
because  of complaints 
about the 
machines' fumes from 
some 
workers.  
And it irritates some 
of the 
people who use
 it, because, ac-
cording to one person, "They 
(machines) don't 
work  half the 
time." 
Thirty-five of the 37 
offices  on 
campus 
which have the 
Saxon 
machines 
were  contacted by the 
Daily. Twenty-five
 reported the 
machine turned out 
adequate  to very 
good 
copy.  Thirteen of the 
persons  
contacted 
complained  of the 
machine's




 are located in the  
same room as the 
users.  
The bottles of Saxon PPC Toner 
used in the campus machines bear 
the label warning "...Avoid repeated
 
or prolonged contact with 
the skin 
and breathing vapor." 
According 




21, 1978, by Ron Montgomery,
 










By Ethan Winston 
SACRAMENTO - SJSU 
student 
son Jones is spending the 
spring 
mester in Sacramento working for 
eshman legislator and earning 12 
its of credti 
for it. 
The 2I -year -old political science 
ajor is enrolled in a project called 
icramento Semester. It's made up 
tudents from each CSUS campus 
o come to the California State 
versity at Sacrtamento for one 
rnester and participate in the 
ternship and seminar 
program.
 
Sacramento Semester has 
cod
 
students in the governor's 
WEATHER 
b 0 
Rain today with tem-
peratures ranging from a high
 
of 57 to a low of 50. 
Forecasted  




office, in state agencies and lobby 
organizations
 as well as offices in 
the state legislature. 
"The students who participate 
are hardworking and much more 
socially motivated than 
the average 
student." said Betty Moulds, 
coordinator of the program. 
"They see themselves as 
possible lifetime particiapnts in the 
political 
process
 and they're ex-
ploring it, asking, 'Is this something 
I could dedicate my life to? she 
said. 
Jones is doing her 25 hour -a -
week internship in the office of 
Assemblywomen Gwen Moore, who 
represents  areas of Los Angeles and 
Culver City. Jones said it is a heavily 
Democratic 
district
 made up of 
mostly minorities. 
"I was interested in 
working  for 
a 
woman and a liberal Democrat,"
 
she explained. 




resources  and not 
introduce too 
much  legislation 
impressed me," 
Jones  said. "As a 
freshman legislator 
Moore gets only 
a very small staff so her 
interns get 
to take 





 appointe d to 
three 
committees  by Speaker 1,eo 
McCarthy,
 one of which is Human 
esouric,  Junes 
e..plained
 her J.), 
responsibilities
















typical  day 
for




 out of 
the 
way  and 
















byists  who 
"invariably  












 in the area where
 she 
functions as the 
assemblywoman's 
chief advisor. 
Another daily task for the SJSU 
senior is meeting with the 
lobbyists
 
who "provide tremendous amounts 
of information, things the staff never 
would of found out on its own." 
The lobbyists, she explained, 





legislator  and her staff, 
saying just call for any needed in-
formation, or help. 
Working in the area 
of human 
resources Jones 
said the lobbyists 
she has met so 
far are of the "good 
will" variety 
and not the 
"cigar  
smoking,  contract type 
lobbyist"  
who work for several clients. 





This would occur in poorly ven-
tilated rooms 
of limited less than 
1,000 cubic ft. ) volume
 and con-
tinuous 
operating time above 30 
minutes or 
with  other such com-




















































































































 that the 







those produced by the 
copiers, more 
like working 






 were chosen 
for campus
 use by a task
 force in the 
latter part 
of













 late March or 
early  
April of 1978. 






"not a legal 






 of the 


































Associate Executive Vice 
President Handel Evans, who is 
responsible for facilities planning, 
has the 
authority  to approve moving 
the machine. His 
office also has one 
of the Saxon copiers. 





























Some say heavy 
use 







formation about the apartment. 
There are 532 
apartments  in the 
SJSU campus area, 
Robinson said, 
and many of them are occupied
 by 





 average rent a student
 may 
pay
 for housing in the campus 
community is 8135-8140 
for a studio, 
81754180
 for a one -bedroom 
and  $275 
for a two
-bedroom apartment, ac-
cording to Robinson. 
With these prices, Robinson 
believes the students are 
being  
priced out of their income. 
Part of her job 
also, is to handle 
?omplaints of students
 who feel 
they've been treated unfairly. 





 she said. 
One example Robinson
 used 
was, a student sees a 
sign  "for rent" 
outside an apartment.
 When he 
inquires  about it, the 
landlord
 will 
tell him the 
apartment  has been 
rented. A few days 
later,
 the student 
will pass by the apartment
 and the 
sign is still up. 
Landlords may also ask 
higher  
rents, have stricter
 requirements of 
student tenants
 and upkeep 
of 
maintenance  may not 





















complain to Robinson because either
 
they know there isn't much which 
can be done or they don't know 
they're being discriminated against. 
The office receives ap-
proximately 15 complaints a year, 




being discriminated against 
have
 
experienced discrimination at least 
five times before lodging a com-
plaint, she said. The statistics were 
from a report done by the Mid-
Peninsulan 
Citizens for Fair 
Housing in 1976. 
"Most of the students who have 
come in to complain are black," 
Robinson said. "There have been a 
few Chicanos over the past few 
years also." 
Asians 
have a reversed 
stereotype, she believes. Some 
landlords prefer to rent to 
Asians 
and have called 
in
 with listings 
saying
 so. 
Landlords think the 
Asian  
student is quiet, reserved and 
studious. Therefore, they 
don't  
cause trouble, Robinson said. 
Housing discrimination may 
work against Asians as students, but 




this time to 









 word on its 
status
 has not been 







By Erin A. Hallissy
 
If you've been putting off tur-
ning in your Add -Drop form, stop 
procrastinating and hand it in before 






 in their 
forms no later than 
Wednesday 
because Thursday the lines 
will be 
bad and Friday they'll be im-
possible," Hartshorn said. 
If you 
wait  until the 
end  of the 
week to turn 
in the form 
you may 
have 












































-Drop  forms can 
be turned 
in at the 
Umunhum 
Room
 in the 
Student 
Union  The 




Tuesday  from 
9 
a.m. 




Thursday  from 
9 a.m. until 7 
p.m., 
and Friday from 
9 a.m. until 3 p.m. 
Hartshorn urges 
that  students 
make 
sure
 the fornis are 
completely'
 





 students forget to code in 
their Social Security number, which 
is the only way the computer has of 
identifying the student," he said. 
Page  2, 








While absorbing the inundation 
of reports coming out of Iran in the 
wake of the shah's belated
 depar-
ture, I wondered what took so long 
for this tyrant to be overthrown. 
Other U.S. puppet dictators have not 
lasted as long as the Shah of Iran. 
Why was he different? 
Then I read a report that said 
50,000 to 100,000 people had left Iran 
to attend school overseas. 
Imagine  
how much less time it would have 
taken to be rid of the tyrant
 shah if 
they had not fled Iran. Think of the 
suffering and death that would not 
have occurred if these 50,000 to 
100,000 people had 
stayed
 in Iran to 
fight the shah instead of burning 
Beverly Hills police 
cars. 
I extend my heartiest 
congratulations to the people IN 
Iran who fought the shah and my 
deepest sympathies to the families 
of those who died in the fighting. 
Those who ran when their country 
and their people needed them get 
neither congratulations nor sym-
pathy.
 
They had the numbers
 and the 










As leisure minded students, we 
appreciated Steve Carp's article ( 2-
8-79>, Leisure sports abound on 
campus. It was enjoyable and in-
formative to read about




available to students at 
SJSU.
 However, when the article 
rolled into the subject of bicycling it 
went flat. 
Bicycling being our main 
source  
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well the extent of San 
Jose's bike 
lanes. Davis, California 
"has bike 
lanes galore." San Jose has a few 
white strips on a couple of streets. 
It is sad that this is the case, 
because the present bike lanes 
(or 
lack of) do more to discourage 
bicycling than encourage it. 
If there were more bike lanes, 
more people would 
feel safer about 
riding their bikes
 and ride them 
more 
often.  More bicycling means 
more healthy people, more energy 
conserved and 
less
 air pollution. 
It is also sad that Mr. Carp did 
not check his information 
regarding
 
bicycling in San 
Jose
 and a 
statement contrary




there are not bike 
lanes galore 
throughout the streets 
of San 
Jose,  we hope more people 
will 
get  out and enjoy the 
glory of 
bike riding. 










I see the perennial parking 
grumblers are coming out of the 
woodwork again. Oh dear me, when 
are they going to realize that that's 
life? The man who leads a sedentary 
life and spends 20 
minutes
 sitting on 
the john reading the San Jose 
Mercury every morning is probably 
going to end up a Preparation H 
junkie and the man who sucks all 
day on the noxious weed will likely 
be mainlining laetrile before he's 
done.  
Then again, if your daddy, your 
granddaddy, 
your  great -
granddaddy and all those daddies 
back into the dim mists of antiquity 
had weak hearts then, 
chances
 are, 
so will you. 
'Tain't no use grumbling, folks,
 
that's the way it is. And that's the 
way it is with parking and SJSU. 
It's not going to get any better, 
there is no cure and the only thing I 
can recommend
 is the 
comfort  of 
prayer. You'll just have to accept 
the 
situation
 as part of this un-
comfortable
 interlude between 
conception
 and death known







































(as  a 
type  of 






were  for 
recreation





















was  not 
necessary
 to stoop
 t- the 
limited
 language 
level of the 
Audent 
but










 "Pitch it low, we are not 
teaching giraffes." "Kill that path  
don't strain the 
brain."
 


















to publicize a way 
people 
could 
help save a 







The  Slaughter (PETS). 
It began 
in 1975 and has 
saved 
the lives of 
hundreds  of animals that 
might have been 





Sandy Pike of Santa
 Clara, 
founder of P.E.T.S., and volunteer 
workers refer prospective owners to 
the type of animal 
they  want through 
an adoption listing. 
After a PETS. 
representative
 
visits the prospective 
home and 
approves 




 also instructs the new 









to walk alone 
Women
 take 'offense 
By Carla Baker 
All 
male sex offenders should be 
castrated. 
If this sounds harsh, consider 
that an important part of a woman's 
life is castrated everyday.
 This part 
of her life is called freedom. 
One out of 10 women could
 be the 
victim of a 
sexual  assault, according 
to the Santa Clara Rape Crisis 
Center. 
There have been five reported 
sexual assualts near 
the SJSU 
campus since January. 
Women
 are afraid to walk to 
night classes alone or any place in 
the near 
vicintiy  and who can blame 
Carla 






going anywhere alone at night. 
Even 
to walk two blocks to a 7 -eleven store 
is seen by 
women  as a dangerous 
thing to do. 
This is an infringement of 
women's
 rights and freedoms. This 
is unfair and 
unconstitutional.  
Men do not always feel safe, but 
in most cases probably
 have a better 
chance of protecting themselves 
than women do. 
According to a comment in the 
Spartan Daily, on Feb. 8, one 
writer  
said dealing with fear, for many 
women, can become a frustrating 
experience 
which arouses feelings of 
anger and resentment. 
Unfortunatey, this is true. 
However, women should actively try 
deductible 
donations. For more 
information
 contact PETS.
 at  244-
1951. 
A puppy or kitten
 should have a 
long life and will, 
if you give him the 
chance to live. 
Marie Fukai 
Public 
Relations  senior 
and 
change  this. 
For too 
long women have 
had to 
rely on men 




are reared in 
protective 
environments  where 
fighting 
among  girls is 
discouraged.  
As a 




even  begin 
to 






 that women begin
 
to take 
the idea of 
self-defense  
seriously.
 A new attitude
 must begin 
to
 develop, within 
women,  because 
they are the 
ones most likely
 to be 
assaulted. 
The 
more  women get
 together 
and 
develop  collective 
ways of 
supporting one 





 be then that
 women 
can demand better 
street lighting, 
frequent 
public  transportation, 
the 
right to keep












neighborhoods  shoulc 
make
 up a telephone 
chain fo! 
apartment  










expose any men 
who are preying











derstanding  of 
women's 
problems 
Men  should 
be









Women must not live castrate 
lives, but 
rather must grow up to 
strong and self-reliant
 people, awar 
of needs and resources 
and stand u 
to sex 
offenders so that they 
will nc 











 is an issue which is a challenge to 
us all. Every right-thinking
 person in   
)SJSU, state, nation, world) will 
(view with 
alarm) point with 
pride)  I be puzzled by) (be gratified 
by
 
(be alarmed by) this latest
 development, which comes at a time when 




All men of good will should
 band themselves together











(praise  it). Only in this way 
can  we assure continued 
( progress and prosperity)
 )justice and freedom) ( 
peace and joy) in a 
  fraught 
with crisis as never before. 
(SJSU, state, nation, world) 
We must all (get behind) (oppose) this latest development in the 
ever  changing rhythym of time, in order that the 
  may continue to 
  On the 
other hand, 
  As  
has so well said, 
  . The future 
of   
(SJSU, state, nation, world) 
hangs in the balance. 








Recently, a friend and I were 
discussing the trend
 of what could be 
called "alternative" newspapers, in 
this case meaning those papers 
taking one slant toward the news, 
such as gay papers dealing 
primarily in matters of interest to 
gays. 
While he had no objection
 to the 
coverage of such "gay
 news" per se, 
Norman





did object to the fact of having 
such a paper so devoted to just one 
subject, whether it be gay news, 
black news, chicano news or any 
others. 
He's prejudice toward gays, you 
think and is just using his arguments 
as an excuse to 
justify
 his prejudice? 
No chance. His opinions 
were  sin-
cere and to a point, valid as far as 
they went. 
In these days of 
anyone  being 
able to publish 
a newspaper, we are 
being flooded 





 to gay issues 
to 
the  Communist 
Party.  
That all these issues should
 
receive some coverage, to assure 
the free flow of news, is undisputed, 
but the problem, 
my friend said, 
they're too interested in just 
on. 
thing and simply
 ignore other issue 
which 
may be pertintent. 
To a 
point,  he's 
right.













here's  the 
flaw in 




many  cases, unless there's 
violent 
confrontation  between thi 
two forces, these issues are no 
generally being covered by the so 
called "regular" media. 
When was the last time you say 
something in the regular 
newspapei
 
about gays that didn't concern sonn 
kind of controversy? 
Are we to assume that gay 
people are interested
 only in that 
kind of gay 
news? Are we 
to
 assume 
that gay people 
don't  want to hear, 
for example,
 about a talk 
being 
given by a 
prominent 





Angeles  Mayor 
Tom Bradley's
 appointed Eason 
to
 
the gay community, Don Amador, 
has been 




 of the 
Los Angeles
 City Council. 
But the 
Los
 Angeles Times 
rarely  covers 
any of his speeches or activities. 
Are  we to assume that gays 
wouldn't be 
that  interested in what 
Amador 
has  to say? 
Even San Francisco, with a 
heavy 
gay 











 there's al 
supervisor,
 




devote all his time to gay rights. 














terest to gay people as gays. 
Perhaps 
because  of 
lack of 
space,
















large  city. 




























































. Ron McBeath, 




(FIDO), developed self 
-study packets and 
workshops  to aid in-
ructors in 
testing, conducting 
discussions  and preparing 
lectures. The 
orkshops  and written 
materials are free to 







Everybody has some 
interest in self-
improvement, Dr. Ron 
.,McBeath, coordinator of 
the Faculty and In-
structional Development 
Office, believes. 
"We're helping ( in-
structors)
 on all levels of 
competency." he said. 
FIDO was established
 
in 1973 after SJSU faculty 
members identified certain 
areas of 
their jobs where 
they could 
use help, Mc -
Beath said. 
Over  the years
 Mc -
Beath 




piled one of the most ex-
tensive
 sets of material in 
the nation, McBeath
 said. 
Self study packets, for 
example, prepared by 
Kemp and 




general areas such as 
objective
 testing, con-
ducting discussions and 
preparing lectures. A wide 
selection of readings and 
articles in many areas
 of 
teaching is also available 
through FIDO. 
Kemp and McBeath 
have developed
 a series of 
workshops on 
sharpening 
and expanding skills such 
as testing, 
preparing 




















life that you 
can  
count on. 
Another  of those 
things is the 
positioning  of 
the 
plank and 
chair  outside 
the












as it has, with few 
exceptions, every 
semester 
since before 1920 












 the greater 





is that all 
bbyists represent big, 
werful 





A major pitfall most 
new interns encounter is 
answering constituent 
mbil; Jones said she is glad 
that it is handled in the 
assemblywoman's L.A. 








Unity prevailed Friday 
mong blacks
 at the SJSU 
eventh Street barbecue 
rea. 
That was the con-
ensus of 
approxiamately 
00 blacks, mostly 
SJSU 
tudents,
 who gathered at I 
.m. for a barbecue 
hicken 
dinner and a 
rummer performance in 




celebrated  on 
mpus Feb. 5-25. 
"Since I've
 been here, 










 Wilson, a 
ecreation 
junior.  
Wilson, who came to 
SU
 last semester, added 
at he is a native New 
orker. "There, black 
wareness is a must," he 
id,










ponsored by the SJSU 
lack  Studet Union ( BSU. 
BSU President
 Bar-
ra Jean Profit said she 
nd four 
other  BSU 
embers "lit the coals" at 
a.m in 
preparation  for 
he barbecue of 55 chickens 
nd 28 pounds of pork and 
ns. 
A dinner consisting of 2 
ieces
 of chicken, beans, a 
reen salad and a roll, was 
2; and canned soft drinks 
ere 35 cents 
each. 
Some of the proceeds 
ill go to the United Negro 
ollege Fund, according to 
ne cook, Richard Stone, 
n enigineering junior. 
The drummers con-
ibutions to that afternoon
 
d a special meaning for 
ne student seated near the 
vent. 
"The 
drums  remind 
e of home," said 
Duran 
achequi, a 
public  health 




lets me know 
that
 black 
people are starting 
to 
realize and to practice 
their own culture." 
Drummers
 Ewell 

















tunes on the base congos. 
"I think it's an ex-
cellent  opportunity for 




 on campus," said 
A.S. Attorney General 
and  
marketing senior Bruce 
Santos "It shows unity and 
our 
ability
 to provide 
functions for the whole 
campus."  
Public relations senior 







It's giving the 
blacks  
on campus a chance to 
unite and meet," Lewis 
said. "We pass each other 
every day, but we never 




junior who joined the men 
in playing the congos, said 

























something  that is 
not 
restricted to black 
people and their cultureit 
can be shared with out-
siders," Fazelbhoy said. 
Marian E. Knox, a 
recreation senior, focused 
primarily  on the food. "It 
tasted real good," 
she  said, 
glancing at the
 remains on 
a plate beside 
her. "It 
reminded me of when I was 
a  little girl, eating the 
barbecued chicken that my 
grandmother would cook at 
our































































price per copy, 












with constituent casework, 
however,
 because of a 
previous  internship served 
in Congressman Norman 
Mineta's district office. 
A lesson Jones quickly 
learned was never to 
identify herself
 as an in-
tern. "I just say I'm from 
Assemblywoman
 Gwen 
Moore's office. You get 
more 
cooperation that way 
because
 so many people 
want to .talk





 an intern." 
Scholarship
 funds the 
Sacramento 




years in a 
row, said Betty 
Moulds, a 
teacher
 in the 







 item vetoed an 
appropriation
 for the 
program 





 had passed the 
Assembly 
when  
Proposition  13 was 
passed 
by voters
 "and that was 





financial aid at 
their  home 
campus can 








consists of the 
internship,  
worth six units, and
 a twice 
weekly seminar, 
also  worth 
six units. 
Students
 are free 
to fit other
 classes into 
their schedule 
and  Jones is 
taking 21 units so she can 
graduate in May. 
Moulds is proud of the 




Leo McCarthy, Treasurer 
Jess  Unruh, state Con-
troller Ken Cory and 
various assemblymen and 
senators
 all addressed the 
seminars. Staff people, 
advocates, reporters and 
indivtduals 
from the 



























































 in the 
capitol.  
"Five  or 10 
years from
 
now  is 
when
 we 
expect  to 


































 for the 







































































Sign  up 

























each semester as a symbol
 
of the society's 
initiation 
ceremony 
in which pledges 
are 
blindfolded and set to 
walk the plank high above 
the ground, according
 to 
Scott Mace, current master 
of records for the society. 
"You know you're 
above the ground," Mace 
contended, "because you 





chemistry  professor, 
recounted his experiences 
as a pledge in 1938 and said 
he actually fell from the 
plank. 
"When  you feel the 
fresh air around your face 
you think the 
end of the 






 to it 
that 
no one gets injured,
 
though,"
 Naylor said. 
"It's 





"It's a test of a per-
son's 
willingness  to join 
Tau Delta 
























Delta  Phi was 
first 
formed at SJSU 




of Tower Hall 
from 
1927 to 1963 
when  they were 
evicted 
to make way 
for  
renovation, 
Mace  said. 
The installment


































Toshiro Mifune in 
SWORD OF DOOM 
900 
Blazing  sword 
play,  
adventure  and 
droll  
zen 






New film schedule 
savaiable
 at the 
Student
 Union 
testing workshop was in-
formative, 
explained Bill 








-It's a skill you have to 











 not to 
do 










more people don't 
avail 
themselves  of their 
help," Gustafson said. 
The workshops and 
written 
materials  are free 
to all 
instructors  on SJSU 





tended the workshops, 
McBeath said. 
Recruiting is done 
through the administration 
and through coordinators 
in the 
various  schools and 
departments, he explained, 
but there is no way to force 
faculty 
to attend 
With all the duties 
besides  teaching, such as 
committee work and "the 
inevitable paper demands 
which seem to be in-
creasing," Gustafson said, 
the workshops are just one 
of the things that are 
ignored. "I really think the 
university as a whole has 
not given sufficient support 
to this program." 
This semester the 





explained,  in order
 to make 
them 
available  to 
more  
people. A 





























will recognize that this 
office 








































a variety or parts, and accessories
 
('use








 supervise ocher 
employ  re. 
Sid
 iota in inventory










make periodic rev lew or 
prices  and adjust as needed 
 
Maintain record 
or inc ome and expenditures. be assare 
or account balanc e and all pay able. 
 






















parts used Ability to handle money Ability to 
maintain 





dm ument act ordingly Ability to c 
ommunic
 ate and work 






























"SHARP - CLEAR QUALITY" 
PHOTO DRIVE UP 
6 CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS  
ONE NEAR YOU 











Photo)  (Al Capitol) 
258-8250
 
3591 EL CAMINO 
REAL













































 deadline for 
first -year students 
seeking luris Doctor degree
 in 3
-year  Day or 4
-year 
Evening  program 
beginning






Association  of American 
Law Schools. 
PRE -LAW 






















































SJSU baseball game this 
year. you may have noticed 
the name "Davenport." 
That probably
 sounds 





 is the son of 
Jimmy 
Davenport.  first 
base coach and 
former 
third baseman 
with the San 
Francisco 
Giants.  
Don is only 

















 to the brothers
 
Davenport,
 there was a 
bit  






SJSU  and 
















































Santa  Cis,' 
ab r














s 1 I 0 
Hurley. lb 2 2 0 0 
Matiolli.  11 S 
I 7 
Nyman, dh 





















 S bi 
Pedrelli. 20 
5 2 0 
Galles°.
 Oh 2 0 0 0 
Pltnentel Oh 
I 








0 0 0 
Rob1es. lb 
7 0 0 0 
Maki.
 cl 
1 0 0 0 
Rauscenol.  




 0 0 0 0 
Murray. lb 
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000 001 300 7 
E Hurley. 
Robles.  Bulcock. Valentine. Boyle 




SJSU  7 2B Maur°, 
Guengerich
 7. Bulcock 3B 
Everton
 SB 
Cummins,  13 




Viegas (W.I 1 
Tonto., rc h 
Raphael





















3 3 3 
Save Tongovicd
 
NBP  by 
Berglund

















 lb 2 
I 3 
1 
Evertor,.  rl 7 0 1 0 Galles°. lb 
3 0 0 0 
Mullins. ss 1 0 




2 0 0 I Stuckey, If 3 
0 1 
G Davenport 75 0 0 I 0 
Valentine.<  2 0 0 0 
Totals 
23 ISI  Totals
 




3 0 0 0 
Robles.  lb 2 0 0 
Hurley. lb 1 1 1 0 Addled°. Of, 
2 I I 0 
Mandl,
 if 




1 0 0 0 Bulcock.ss 
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Petite',  
II 
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Nevada  Reno 
SJSU 









































 Fresno Staten a 'non 
league/ 
Friday's 















games  (ea noon) 
Fresno  




S1SU at Nevada 
Rend  Ill 
Pacific
 at 






































when  asked 
who he 
was rooting for. 
Don's side got the best 
of it this 
time,  as the 
Spartnas took two 
of
 three 

























































































































































listed  at 
5'8"
 and 






















































































 in the 
major 
leagues," 








 are the 









Growing up as the son 
of a major leaguer had its 
advantages
 for the 
Davenport kids, 
and 
probably a few 
disad-
vantages as well. "I've 
never 
pushed  any sport on 
them." Jim said. 
"It was 
their decision. and if they 
wanted to play,















sort  of in-
spired us," 
Don said. 
"I was really proud 
that  he was a big leaguer." 
Gary said. "I just wish I 
could have been older when 
he played so that I could 
have appreciated it more." 
Jim retired as a active 













sweep  over 
SJSU 
a week ago.
 it looked 
like the 




















 dropping a 









an 8-8 tie that 
was called after
 nine innings 
because of  
darkness.  
In the




 into first palce





Wolf pack 5-4 and 6-1 
and  falling 6-0. 
Fresno State
 was swept by 
Arizona 
State 1-0,
 13-9, 5-4 in a non-league
 series in 
Tempe. 
St. Mary's holds 
a half -game edge in 
the 
NCBA  race with a 4-2 
record,  followed 
by Fresno 
2-1),
 Pacific and USF 
( both 3-
21. Nevada -Reno 
is 12 and Santa Clara and 
SJSU 
are  both 2-4. 
Pacific pitcher Dan Swanson
 went the 
distance 
on
 the mound in the 
Tiger's 
triumph in the 
second  game of Saturday's 
doubleheader,  






The  SJSU baseball 
team 
tackles
 UC-Davis this 
afternoon
 in a 2:30 non-




Menges plans to 
go with 
Jay  Brazil and Mark 
Lanston on the 
mound  
against the 
Aggies.  Each is 
expected
 to go at least
 four 
innings with the 
"odd in-
ning" to 
be worked by the 
most effective of the 
two,
 
according to Menges. 
The Spartans
 are 2-5 on 
the year after 
taking two -








 Poole axed his  
14th career home 


























 won the 
nightcap 



















 hits and 
striking out
 seven. 
Center fielder Brad Bennett upped his
 
offensive totals for the season to 12 hits in 
23 
trips  while Dave Holt is now 8-for -l8. 
Fresno State takes
 on San Francisco, 
SJSU plays Nevada -Reno 
and Pacific 




The SJSU-UNR set is scheduled 
for 
Reno but may be moved to San 
Jose  
depending












1.30  off 
large
 













Santa  Clara St. 













Better  To Give 
And Receive 
Earn


























1469  Park Ave., S.J. 
Mon -Fri.







 he is an in-
fielder,









 with the 
Giants 
-12. 





 23 on 
the  
back of his 
Spartan jersey 
and  is an 
outfielder.  
"I'm sort of the odd
 
ball in the 
family," Don 
said. "I'm the only left-
hander," which is 
probably 
















 Gary said. 
"Dad didn't 
even know the 
rules 
around
 the house. We 
could 
get away with 
stuff  
when he'd get home
 off the 
road." 
While  it 
is
 true 















































hearing that name a lot 
even in 









































































































































eighth in the 
nation  last year, 
SJSU's  men's 
olf team 
began  tnc 1979 
campaign  by winning
 its first two 
)urnaments  in action over 




 very well for
 this time of 
year,"  
3id coach Jerry










was  referring to the John 
Burns  Invitational 
1 the 
Hawaiian  island of Maui 
Feb.  21-23 where the 
pa rtans 
finished  fourth
 last year. 
The Spartans 




 at the 18 -hole 
Stanford Kickoff 
ournament last 
week. SJSU's total 
of
 367 was 10 strokes 




Other  team scores 
were:  Stanford, 379;
 Stanford 
nior 
varsity,  384; San 
Francisco 
State,
 405; Santa 
Clara  
4: and 
Cal  Poly -San 




 golf, six men 
from each team 
mpete with 
the top five 
scoring.  
The
 Spartans were 
well-balanced  in 
individual  scores 
ith 
Greg Galasso's 
71 leading the 
squad. Mark 
Wiebe  
.3d 72, Steve 
Gazzaneo 73, Allen 







needed  all six men 





 After the day's
 round, San 
Jose  and 
evada-Reno ended




 of the sixth 





77 beat out 
e 
Nevada man's







 of Pacific, 
9; 
UC-Davis,  
383;  and 




 to San Diego
 State in 
e 





 all the 
country's
 western 






 traveling to 
Hawaii SJSU 

















Schussing  over a mogul





real  danger in skiing 
is not the glide 
ver ice and 
snow,but
 the details 
at
 the ski rental 
shops.  
The right skis, boots, bindings
 and poles can often 
revent serious accidents on the slopes. Here is 
some 
dviee for the 
novice skier: 
Don't ever let another rent equipment for you. 
Sizes  
ary. and your shoe size is not necessarily your boot size. 
Skis too come in different lengths. Weight, age, height 
nd ability are all factors to be considered when renting. 
lost shop clerks are knowledgable in this area. Advice 
an also be had from any ski buffs you may know. 
Bindings hold the boot 
on to the ski. Some shops 
carry 
lore 
than one brand. Experts 
usually agree that Solamon
 
indings 
are the best. 
Check out
 the shop's rental 
agreement.  Some shops 
ave 
a pick-up as early as 
Tuesday  for the coming 
reekend.  
The 
skis,  boots, 
bindings  and 







added  to 









 settling on 
a shop to 
rent 
TOM. 
Once on the slopes, it is recommended that the novice 
kier take lessons.
 Prices vary at different slopes, but in 
eneral, weekend lessons range 
form $5 to $12 an hour, 
epending on whether the lesson is a private
 one or not. 
Chair
 lift tickets at most slopes run 
$14 a day. Most 
ilaces do not accept personal checks
 or credit cards, so 
wing the necessary
 cash. 
Food is expensive too. An 
apple goes for 50 cents. 
Iring 
a lunch. 
Flexibility helps to prevent breaks lnd fractures. 
['hese warm-up exercises are reeerr.)..ended: ankle 
'citations, deep knee bends, jump rone. running and wall 
tits. Each exercise helps improvi; 
endurance  and 

















end of a 66-47
 scoff hi -re 
a lords
 in a dual 
meet








 of 3.3 on the season.
 





 in the 1000 truest, Ir. 
'freaking
 
the old  mark 
oil  10 56 set In 
Jeff Pendletim in 1974. McMullen' 
filial a 
as good enough  
Sir a third
 
lace finish against th- Was, 
Ilerh Brandt took the iinls I irsi 




 esent. Brandt 
Ii,,, finished third
 in the 
three.meter 
Mick Ilirchurd and 
Greg  Wile 
Finished sciond in the 200 hatter( Is 
and 200 backstroki respectis 
The 400 rel, team id 
Hirchard.  
McMullen. Mark Whitmore and Erin 
Wan
 tamed in a time 
01
 3.22 78. a 
.easonal
 hest. 
The Spartan, are pointing
 
araard the
 Pao III. 
I 111151 Alblei
 
1ssocialtiin  I ha mpion.h 
ip meet, 
a ci ording 




 he held March 8-10 la Long 
Beach. 
   
Dem ling. one 
id
 the 
original  San Jose Earthquakes,
 w 
as 
riIca.cd hr the Quakes s esti:Has
 
and h, his













in Dallas. Ile 
appeared  in 
Di games
 for the 
Quakes
 last sear 
and didn't
 






Neil t ,,hen  
and the return 
of 
Laurie I alloua4
 and Ian Wood. it 











Georges 'Thi, is the 
strongest  
delense
 NI`',1' 1,1'r had 
and Rim 




!lending requested and ri reit ed 
his 
wutright  





agent  idler 
he









 for Fresno 
SJSU's 






to Cal Poly -San 
Luis 
Obispo






and then place 












































won  by a 
fall. 
Eddie 
Rua  ( 126 
pounds) 




McDowell  ( 
150)  
was a 19-9 winner. 
Any frustrations
 SJSU 
had after the Cal Poly 
match were taken out on 
Long Beach State the next 
day. 
The  Spartans crushed 
the 49ers 
35-6, winning 




another pin to run his 
season
 total to 17 and his 
overall











Wrestler  as the
 Spartans 
finished 


























 white uniform) shoots over Utah State's Dean Hunger 

















































prices falling down 
rion.onlyight 
11601 
Doily,direct  flights L.A.to 
London 
Hundreds of seats available 
For information call (213) 646-9600 



































top four or 
better.  
Cal Poly-SLO 27. SJSU 13 
118 - Gary Ftscher 
CI
 dec 





 Don Lemeille. 
16-9. 134- Tom Mount 
Cm 
dec Brian 
Struck ,SJ5U1.  7-4 142 - David 
Cartier C , dec. Doug Stewart 





Cooper , CI, 19-9 
158 - Robert 
Kiddy  , C , 
dec.  Mike 
Snipes ,SJSU
 I. 
9-4. 167 - Tern 
Markou 
I 
C 1 dec. Reggie Thompson 
1SJSU. 9-2, 177- Rick Word l 
Ci 
dec 
James Rey, i &MU 1. 9-3. 190' Duane 
Hams SJSU I pinned Joe Davis 
CI,  
1:29. 
HINT  - David 
Jack if', ssbf 
over Goy Heath 1SJ5U  1. 55. 
SJSU 35, Lung Beach 
State 6 
118  Marty  
Lockwood  , SJSU 
won by default over Sevilliano 
I 
I B 
126  Ed Baum 
SJSU dec. Fred Sohl 
, LB,. 15-7. 134 - Brian Strock 1SJ5U  
dec. Jess Bails
 11.B1, 4-3. 142- Tun 




 Robert McDowell 1SJSU 
pinned Greg O'Korrian LB 2:20 
158 - Mike Snipes , SJSU I won by 
default  over Tim Morin , 
l.BI. 
167 - 
Pat Hamilton 11.8, 
dec. Reggie 
Thompson ISJSUI. 4-1. 177 -James 
Rey i SJSU1 dec. Bob Grimes  
l.Bt.
 




13-5. HWT - Guy 
Heath SJSU 
dec. Tom Gilbert 
ISJSU1, 10-6. 
Biola Tournament 
SJSU 3rd out of 13 teams 





 Baza. 3rd. 
158- Mike Snipes. 2nd. 
150- Robert McDowell. tot. 
177-
 James Rey, 2nd. 
190 -Duane Harris. 2nd. 


















































Center for the 




$6.00  At the 
door  
Tickets available at the
 A.S. Business Office. 
Tickets purchased for the 
previously  scheduled 
performance 
of
 Jose Limon vi ill he honored 
at: 
The DANCE 






































sweet n Sour Pork 















 Chow Yak 
Any 




three  selections   
$1.95 













   
$3.39 
Corner of 








































































By Peter G. Bliss 
Universal's new film, 
"The Deer 
Hunter,"  is 
Hollywood's
 latest 
struggling  attempt to 
deal
 





 directed by 
Movie  
preview 
Michael Cimino, pulls the 
war from the documentary 
format, used for most 
issues still raw in the mind 
of the public, and thrusts 
it
 
into a fictional piece, so far 




that it not only insults the 
memory but exceeds the 
limits of good 
taste  as well. 
The story begins by 
portraying the
 lives of a 
group of 
friends
 who work, 
drink 
and go deer hunting 
together ( and so the title ); 
and in so doing, the film 
successfully





 the eternal 
bastions of male 
domination. 
Three 













enter  the Army 
in 
0 -der to 
fulfill their
 
obligation  to the 
country, 
stem 
the  tide of 
com-
munism 
and  serve 
their  
God, as well. 





bring  into the film, as it 
was a popular 
feeling, or 











 relocation in 
Vietnam
 show the direc-
tor's






existent phenomenon of 
keeping friends together 
once they have left basic 
training - it just isn't done. 
This creates an air of 
unbelievability at the 
outset of the story. 
So much for the 
sublime; bring in the heavy 
artillery. 
s After the first rush one 
get  from listening to two 
Huey helicopters 
buzzing 
and  firing 
rockets
 into a 
small rural 
village ( in 
Campus 
Valentine 







 Escovedo and 
Ballet de Sol. 
The concert 









tragedies,  historic 
plays and 
sonnets





 in the Student
 Union Am-
phitheatre.  
Admission  free. 
Pat 
Methany




Tickets are $5 
student/advanced;  $6 
student/door;
 $6 
general/advance and $7 
general/door. 
Pretty Baby,
 a film by Louis 
Malle,  Wednesday in 
Morris Dailey at 7 and




 Saturday at 8  p.m. in the 
San 
Jose Center for the 
Performing
 Arts. Tickets 
available
 at 
the San Jose Box




Campbell:  Snail plus Sky 
Creek,  Friday and 
Saturday 
nights.
 Call 374-4000 for times
 and prices. 
Fargos, 
Mountain  View: Hot Shot
 on Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday
 nights. Call 
941-6373  for more in-
formation. 
The Garret, 
Campbell:  Ballard, Madeiros and 
Shannon, Friday. For times 




 Los Gatos: The Great 
Wizard,  Friday. For more 
information
 call 354-2510. 
Smokey Mountain Saloon, Campbell:
 Cornell Hurd, 
Friday.
 For times of performances call 866-8288. 
The 




Call  247-0552 for more
 information. 
The Vintage House, San Jose: Beggars Opera, 





















night  at the San 
Jose 
Center 








choreographed by Carlos 
Carvajal, the 30-member 
company will make its San 
Jose 






 of Evening." 











































































































gets  the 
distinct  
impression  
that  this is 
not 
going 




All  three 











 old shell 
game,  or what 








against  each 
other







 to put the gun 
to their 
temple 










Their  alternative 
is
 
to be placed 
in a cage, half -
sunk in the 
river, that is 
infested with rats. 
Miraculously,  all three 
escape certain




tables  ever devised 
by a group  of 
script 





audience is not 
left without 
being  treated to the special 
effects work 
that can be 
obtained by wiring the 
human 
head to a small 
pump filled with
 a realistic 
blood substitute. These
 
scenes, and others like 
them, should invariably 
make this picture a 
necessity
 for all closet 
vampires to come out and 
















and the effects 
that the war 
have had on 
the young men 









Credit  should be 
given 
to 
De Niro in this film for 
his 
constant believable 
acting in an otherwise 
unbelievable story. 
The interpretation is 
typical De Niro in that he 
moves 
and communicates 
with a quiet subtleness, 
only 







portrays. The only 
suggestion
 is that he pick 




This movie certainly 
deserves an Orating. Make 
that
 0 positive for 





',RIM NT51114X,RAM ARP   
SAN .111,4
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it as well. 
Tomita's
 






















Bermuda   
Triangle,"  
makes this 
futurized  music 
into something
 palatable 






The question, however, 
is this 






























































































































"The Planets," by Hoist 
easily crosses
 over from 







John Williams give Tomita 
the 
foundation  for 
"Triangle." 
The basic 
concept for the album is a 
trip into the supposed 










King Tut mania swept Northern California 
last weekend when thousands of people formed 
long 
lines  outside Emporium, Capwells and 
Weinstock (Sacrasmento area) stores in hopes of 
receiving  mail order blanks to reserve tickets for 
the King Tut exhibit at the De Young Museum in 
San Francisco from June 1 through Sept. 30. 
The system 
of
 distribution was the brain-
child of Jack Jacoby, marketing manager for the 
San Francisco Emporium Store. "He's sen-
sational," said Stewart Widdess, senior vice 
president. 
"He coordinated it. He deserves a lot 
of credit," he added. About 150,000 mail order 
blanks were handed out by employees from the 
three chain stores. No problems were reported 
and people seemed to be pleased with the 
way  
distribution was handled, he said. 
Jerry
 Sourbeer, 32, of San Jose received one 
of the first 5,000 
mail  order blanks distributed at 
the Emporium store at Eastridge. Sourbeer 
camped outside the 
loading
 dock entrance 9 p.m. 
Friday. His wife and two children spent the night 
in their camper in he store parking lot. 
"The big 
push  started at 7:30 a.m. and I felt 
it was all worth the wait to be out in front," said 
Sourbeer. "This crowd was real good. 
Everyone 
was in good spirits because they knew it was 
worth the wait," he added. 
One man referred to the wait as a social 
























Tomita describes hi, 
latest 
work
 as, "a musics 
fantasy of science fiction, 
and it does include a fin 
weave of instruments 
imagination and






























$15   
Thurs., 7:00-9:30 
p.m: 
Feb. 22 -March 22 
Yoga & Meditation ;10  
Tues., 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
Feb. 13
-April  24 
Thurs., 7:00-9:00
 p.m. 
Feb. 15-April 26 
Transactional 
Analysis  Free 













March  6, 
8, 13 
$5.00 








 day of 
class  
Sign-up now in 
the  A.S. Business 
Office.
 For more 
information, 
pick  up a brown Leisure
 Services 
Calendar in the 
Student















































































Saratoga  Ave 












































































Additional Photo Specials 
Movie Et Slide 
Processing  
Special 20 cap slide 
























































































































push the gas 
pedal to 

















 first turn comes up 
y soon, a tight 
right -
der. I go in from 
the  left 
of the track, bring the 
t wheels right
 up to the 
b at the apex 
and come 
wide, moving im-
ately to the other side 
e track to set myself up 




 the clock. 
racing myself. And I'm 
ing Ron True, some guy 
ever met but have to 
t. 
He set the track 
rd, 54.42 seconds. 
I just finished 
my
 first 
in 62.59 seconds: How 
chop eight seconds 
off 
time?  
























retti or A.J. 
Foyt.  
The 
track,  at 
Tully 




















rglass bodies to 
make 
m look like 
grand prix 
s. The
 cars have 
noses  
big 



























 nine ), 
ording to Bill
















r. I sue 
Grand Prix if you 
killed. 
"AT  HIS OWN 
















? $1.50 and 
have your 
lure taken




















 card and 





racing  the 
ck. I'm racing 
yself.' 
e 
simple: wear a helmet 
pplied I; fasten your 
at belt; don't
 apply the 
ottle and brake
 at the 
me time; 
stay off the 
een curbs; and go fast 
d 
have fun. 
It's not easy getting 
o and out 
of the cars -
p over 
the  high side , 
nd on 
the seat and 
then
 
se yourself down inot the 
kpit. 
The brake 
is on the left. 
e gas is on 
the right and 
steering wheel is in the 
ddle. That's all 
there  is. 
The 
transmission








ere  isn't enough
 time to 
it
 and still 
turn









 with the 
sic lack of 
horse  power,
 














power  to overcome 
The secret is finesse. 
The 
cars  at California 
A racer
 pauses at a pit stop to have his time 
and 
mileage 
checked.  Racers' times around the 
half -
mile
 track average in the high 50s to low 60s. 
Grand Prix are Lola 
T506's, said by Road and 
Track magazine to be 

























Bellenfant,  one 










said  that 
what 
makes  the 






rear  end. 










and solid rear axles, the 
Lola has its 
own  specially 





That rear end con-
tiributes 
greatly  to the 
handling of the car and
 is 
good for one or two 
seconds 
a lap, he said. 
The track area is very 
flat and 
open. There are a 
few lamp posts around
 the 
track for night racing but 
they are located out of the 
way and well cushioned, 
Bellenfant said. 









enough to cause any real 


































































 for advancement  under the 
Merit System 
to Senior Engineer




 range. All 
Federal Civil 
Service 




leave,  partially 








Relocation  allowance 






 has been established 
for over 85 years. Located in scenic Bremerton on a 
deep 
water  arm of Puget
 
Sound, it is a 
semi.rural  
-:ommunity
 with a mild climate, only one hour from 
Seattle, recently recognized 
by several publications 
as the city with the best "quality




 your Placement  
Officer  for an interview
 on 
March 
1. If this date is inconvenient. you call toll free 
1 800.426,5996; or if you wish, you 
may  mad a 
resume to: 
PUGET SOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD 
IATTEN C170 2C) 




 EMPLOYER MIF 
mounting  them can only 
hurt lap times. 
The timing device at 
California
 Grand Prix lets 
the cars go 
one  at a tune, 
monitors their speed 
over 
the first part of the track 
and determines when it can 
let 
the next car go. 
More than one  car can 
be on the track at anytime 
but 
all  are well spaced 
apart,
 Bellenfant said. 
The race, then is 
against
 the clock,  not other 
cars. 
The
 lap time appears 
on the 
scoreboard  in the 














printed out like a cash 
register receipt. 
Most  lap times on the 
half -mile track 
are in the 
high 50 to low 60 
second 
range. Ron True is the only 
driver to 
break  the 55 
second 
barrier.  The top 
women's
 time belongs to 
Mary 
Greenhut, 56.39. 
True turned hundreds 
of laps 
before setting that 
record,  Burton said. Other 
hardcore drivers turn as 
many as 60 
laps  a week 
trying to beat him.
 
   
My 
fifth, last and 
fastest lap was 





 out of 
the car after 





































































0,1 (SJSU student) with own 
equipment 
and  records will spin 
trui disks 
at




  Try petting a job 
without
 if! SCALE








 Or just a 
chance









available on 52 
baccalaurate 
  areas. REGISTER 
NOW. SCALE Is a free SJSU 
student community program 







No experience. High 
Pay!
 See 
Europe. Hawaii, Australia. So. 
America. Career Summer! Send 
1345 for Info. to SEAWORLD. 
Box 61035, Sacto., CA 95860 
make a clothes mistake again 
BASEBALL CARDS WANTED 
Quick Cash. Si.
 
Dr.  Lapin Bus 
Tower 763 
or call 1340191 
In 
the  beginning, 












 or F 9 6 
SKI UTAH. 
During  Spring break 
with 
SJSU SKI CLUB. 
FIVE 
DAYS  skiing at 
Park  City, Alta 
and Snowbird. 
Transportation,  








start Feb. 37th at 





up Is the Weekend
 
trip to SQUAW 
VALLEY,  Feb. 
1418115.  Come join us for 
fun and 




Healthy Not Deli 
Sands. Homemade 1976 Pinto Pony747speed- 
2000/-- offer 
soups not commercial Pep 
good condition. Phone: 37760
 
Drinks
 and Crepes 126 E. San 
Salvador  
"Million 
Dollar  Helst" Movie Being 
Done.
 Documentary/thriller. 











57.35 (Inc. Free Pass 
to 
movie). Long shot, but who 
knows? 





script and a 
unique
 experience 
all around. Interested parties 







Guadalupe Rrn student union. 





 Shoppe  
Unisex  
 European Styles -William and 
4th 218,7163. Student's Special: 
sicand cond. and Style





510.03 only free 
hair and scalp 
analysis. 




menu, Meditation, Aquarian 
Gospel, 




SEMINAR Sat. Feb. 24th 9 a.m. 
5 p.m. at SJSU Student Union
 








 Feb. 16. 
Register in Old Science Building 
outside 0.1 office from 11:30 1 




Fast, Accurate and 
reasonable too. IBM Selectric 
Give
 
me a try, I'm in West San 
Jose. Call Paty 9144642. 
COLOR IS THE FASHION FOR 
SPRING! Let me determine 
your most flattering as well as 




are  YOUR 
unique fashion building blocks 
that




the rest of your life. I 
give you 
about 70 colors out of a set of 500 
together with your personal 
style description, In a portfolio 
By appt. only.
 References. 
Sliding scale of 




Carol  Lynne 
Bowman. M.A. 2473501 5 30 
7,009m 





Also. Dress for 
Success for the business 
minded
 You never have to 
vw Van '64 with '70 
built  
engine 
125.000 miles) Excellent con 
dittos










Cond. $100.00 Call 
After 4:00 





 76  KZ400 Exc 
Cond.  











 ferrite head, Dolby
 NR, 
tape bias control









and in cab controller
 
$150.
 Call 293 8653 









for  p/1 








 Ave. 1.1. 
251  3284. 
Do you 
need a 























































 at 277 





















































































edylottonal  km add 













 Three 1,nea On, 
Day 
Semester
 ,are eall rssuesi 
$
 25 00 














Work at home -, no experience 
necessary excellent pay. 
Write  
American Service, IMO Park 








to D.R.S. Box 2612 
Santa Clara. 95051, 
or
 call 247 
ART SALES, Part-time Retail Art 
Sales. Art exp. 
helpful,  but will 
train. 
San  Jose Art. Paint and 








 of Sun 'n 
Soil 
Natural  Foods. 
Please 
contact
 Sue Ann 
or














hsewk.  Own 
transportation
 
regd.  Non Smoker.  Mt. 
View,  
961-1314. 
NURSING  Flexible Hours/Good 
Pay
 Aides/Ord.
 S5.00/hr. LVNS 
$6.50/Hr.











Inc. Millions are 
made 




We need you to 
work from 12 to 1:30,M F 
03.03/r 











remodeled,  AEK, 
silt in 
vacuum.
 fora.5  air, 
own  utility 
rm. 1,000 sq. ft. 










maid/serv.,  T.V. 
parking  
everythpg
 furnished. S.13 per 
wk. share.




RESIDENCE  CLUB 
Great guys and 
gals,  kitchen 
facilities, game 
room. color TV 
linen and 
maid
 serv. fireplace,  
courtyard. 























I am a Blo. Sc, miner looking 
for a 
reasonably 
quiet place to 






   




vironment.  lam responsible and 
will do my share of house 
keeping,  etc 
Maximum  rent 
i 
can pay is 




M.T.W.T.F 3 10 
P.M. or 241 














 respond  to 




Free room and board tor right 
student. For company and 
friendship for older 
Professional
 
man. Active and Involved 
in 
Business  and Community. Eve
 
and weekends 247 
7723. 
Roommate






per month, plus 
5100 deposit Male 
or
 Female 






 needed to 
share 3 
bed 2 bah apt.
 $100 per month 
plus oneithird utilities
 15 mM,  
from

















 color portrait 
by Joon. 












 companion to live
 










 and my phone 
number is 298 2308. 
Prof. Exp. Typist. Fast,
 accurate, 
reasonable. IBM Selectric II, 
2524058. 







Electrologist  12 yrs. 
experience. Complimentary 
consultation. Located off S. 
Bascom on Stokes. By appt 295 
5911. 
GREENPEACE  at SJSUf March 6, 
Umunhum Room, 
3:15.  '75 
Expedition film and other info. 
Trish L. My heart 
pounds for your 
sweet lore sounds














Masters.  Reports, Disser 
lotions.







 II South 
San Jose Blossom Valley Area 
Janet 227 9525 
Looking




 by John 




understood  by 
everyone! For the finest 
wed 
ding 
photography.  call 








 theses,  
reports.  manuscripts.
 etc (On 
Graduate 
Typist List) Call 

















279  9129 
Mature Babysitter 
available  in 










































serving  a real 
need in the 
community.  Earn 














 Call Judy at 
SCALE 

























discount to students  with 
student 10 









reasonable IBM Selectric It. 
252.8058. 





























































































































































Print Your Ad Here: 
iI.Oc.0l
 aopro,arnalely  30 !elle, all 
ova,













95 1 1 4 
 Deadltne 
Iwo
 da, poor to pubbreOor,
 
COnier ut,ye puber elron date. only 
 Pro rlon41.1 on 



















V./ GI C.101.1 PR N6 , 
AN 
EMPI4AS



























Tern James Mills calls the 
concept 
"leisure  sharing" 
and said it's 
designed
 to aid 
persons who want to take 
more 
time off from their 
jobs and those 
who  are 
looking for work. 
He said 
100,000 new 
jobs could be created if 
current job
-holders  con-
verted 1 percent of their 




















slot  for 
another  







 is to try 
to deal with the problem 
that a lot of people do not 
have as much leisure time 
as they would like and a lot 
















) AP - 
President Carter 
said 
Monday the United States 
is in 
very close consultation 
with the new Iranian 
regime and hopes for -a 
very productive and 
peaceful cooperation" with 









































To offset the net 
loss of 
500,000 
barrels  of Iranian 











 measures by 
Americans,  including 
adherence
 to the 55 -mph
 


















"The situation is not 
crucial
 now, it's not a 
crisis, but it certainly could 
get worse," Carter said. 
NEW 
YORK 




















don't  trust 
politicians
 





















cutting waste in the federal 
bureaucracy  would save 
enough  money to balance 





























The AP -NBC News poll 
found 70 percent of those 





Medical Students will meet 
from 
1:30 until 2:30 p.m.
 
today in Duncan HIal, 
Room 249. For more in-
formation call Mark Chin, 
292-9957.
 
   
Pre -Law Association 
will hold its first meeting of 
the semester at 3 p.m. 
today in the S.U. Costanoan 
Room. Guest speaker will 
be Santa Clara County 
Deputy 
District Attorney 
Richard Titus. Call Terry 
Fin, 279-9397, for more 
information.
 
   
IR Cercle Francais 
IThe French Circle i will 
meet at 3 




Room 7A. A 















 will host 
government Engineering 
Recruitment Day form 9 
a.m. until 4 p.m. today in 
the lobby of the
 
engineering building. All 
taculty, staff and students 
are invited to meet
 with 
representatives
 from over 





















today  in the 
S.U.  
Motalvo room. 
   
San 
Jose
 State Table 
Tennis Club
 will host a 
familarization  meeting 
prior to 
its table tennis 
tournament from 7 until 10 
tonight 
in the S.U. 
games 















introductory  meeting at 
10 a.m. today
 in Health 
Building,
 Room 








































Department will show the 
film "Attica" from
 2 until 8 
tonight in the 
Business  
Classrooms, 
Room 14. The 
film is a documentary
 of 
New York State 
peniten-
tiary riot which focused 
national
 attention on role of 
prison personnel in 
inmate 
conflict and subsequent 
effects in the black com-
munity. 
Call  Dr. Maria 
Smallwood, 277-2721 for 
more information. 






















 Chi will 
hold its first 
meeting  of the 
semester at 




 Room 117. A free 
lunch will be served.
 All 
journalism
 majors are 
welcome. 























Joan Mann, 446-1891 after 6 
p.m. 




scheduled for all 
Speech -






Building,  Room 231. 
   
Pi Sigma Alpha
 
I Political Science Club) 
will hold a 
meeting
























   
Division of Technology 





selected as student drivers 
will be required to get an 
instruction permit prior to 
their first driving lessons. 
Applicants must be able to 
converse  fluently in 
English. Persons over
 25 
years  of age 
may apply
 but  
preference  




school  age. 
Persons 
who wish to 
apply  
should go 





















 such a 







 Iran i 
AP) - 






















Tehran's  streets firing 
weapons 


















and  are 
traitors  to the 
Islamic 
movement."  
But many bands of 
armed Iranians, euphoric 
with their new power, 
appeared out of control on 
the first day after the fall of 



























 the Special 
Olympics in 
open  com-
petition  at the 
Bud
 Winter 




will include John  Vella, 
offensive
 tackle for the 













and up, will be coming 
from Agnews, Napa and 
Stockton state hospitals. 
This is the
 first Special 
Olympics to be co-
sponsored
 by SJSU and 
Agnews.
 
According to Wes 
Fielding, SJSU psychology 
major and public 
relations
 
chairman for the event, 
this will be a 
qualifying 
Special Olympics for the 
state 
meet.  
"There is a different
 





aren't as hendicapped as 








Volunteers are still 
being sought 
after to help 
with the event. On Feb. 15, 
at 7 p.m. in the
 S.U. 
Almaden Room there will 
be a sign up for volunteers 
along with an 
explanation  
of what 
will be expected of 
them. 
"We at SJSU want to 
show that we 
care  and that 
we believe in these 
kids," 
said Fielding. 
"That's  one 
reason why we're having 
the Special Olympics." 
There 








from Page 1) 
But, Montgomery still 
doesn't
 have any 
answers.  
"If 
anybody  has any 
ideas on 
what
 to do about
 
these 
things,"  he said, 
"I'd  



































































Golden State vs. Boston Celtics 







Wednesday, Feb. 21, 7:30 p.m. 
Oakland 
Coliseum 
Buy tickets at the 
A.S. Business 
Office 
Only 100 Tickets Available 
Last day to buy 
Tickets,  Fri., Feb. 16 
Sponsored









degrees  of 
difficulty.  The 
less strenuous 
competition  
has been set up 
for the 















as a 25-meter race 
for those 
in wheelchairs. 
Softball and frisbee 
throws, along with high and 
long jumps












blow and a 
bean  bag 
throw.
 
Lois Kiser, group 
leader at 
Agnews 
residential  facilities, 
stressed the 
importance of 
getting these special 
children 









 to reach the 
athletes
 in our 
develop-
ment 
center," she said. 
"We are bringing the 
residents out of the 
woodwork and into social 
activities such as dances
 
and informal games. The 
purpose is 
to raise their 
self-esteem and the spirit 
of 
sportsmanship and 
participation that our 
athletes enjoy." 
The Associated 


































 8 PM 
Morris Dailey 
Auditorium  2 full 
sets 
Tickets
 Students 55 









 at All 
BASS
 outlets,
 San Jose 
Box 
Office, Galactic
 Zoo (Los 
Gatosl  
A S 
Business  Office 12nd
 floor 









 use of 
your A S 
Fees 
DOES
 SHE OR DOESN'T SHE? 
FIND OUT 
WEDNESDAY  












 WILL BE 
ON  CAMPUS 











9am - 4pm 
DROP IN 
FOR A CHAT AND A CUP OF COFFEE. BRING A RESUME, IF AVAILABLE. 
NO 
APPOINTMENT  NECESSARY. 
LEARN ABOUT CHALLENGING ENGINEERING CAREERS ON THE WEST COAST, THROUGHOUT 
THE NATION AND WORLDWIDE. PLAN TO TALK WITH ONE OR MORE REPRESENTATIVES 
FROM SUCH ORGANIZATIONS AS: 
US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 





NASA  AMES RESEARCH
 CENTER MOFFETT
 FIELD CA 
EDWARDS 








SEAL  BEACH CA 






























 ENGINEERING  
STATION PORT HUENEME CA 
STATE  DEPARTMENT  OF 









I I Or 
.4\-10  
Public  
Service Careers Council 
NAVAL FACILITIES











BEACH  NAVAL 
SHIPYARD  CA 
CORPS  OF ENGINEERS 
PACIFIC MISSILE TEST 
CENTER





SPACE & MISSILE TEST 
CENTER 
VANDENBERG AIR








































BOULDER  CO 
FLEET ANAL TSIS 
CENTER
 CORONA CA 
RECEPTION FOR THE ENGINEERING FACULTY 
AND STUDENTS 
ON
 THE PRECEDING DAY 
3-5 pm 
Guadalupe  Room 
Student Union 
Monday,
 February 12, 1979 
GOVERNMENT
 AGENCIES ARE 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
EMPLOVERS  
